
HOW IMPORTANT ARE ESSAYS IN COLLEGE ADMISSIONS

And then there's this: How important are the application essays? In It might not make a difference for your college
admission chances.â€•.

To continue researching, browse degree options below for course curriculum, prerequisites and financial aid
information. It might not make a difference for your college admission chances. You know it is important to
have a high GPA, strong standardized tests scores, and extracurricular activities for your college application.
Colleges may also revoke admission if they find out after you have been accepted. Try brainstorming a bit and
see what happens. Counselor tips Emphasize to students the importance of writing an informed essay. Look
over the student's essay for signs that a parent "helped" too much. For the student who otherwise presents a
strong profile, with a high GPA, competitive test scores, and stellar extracurricular activities, the essay is
unlikely to have a big impact on your overall application, because you have already demonstrated your ability
to succeed. While some colleges are part of the Common Application Organization, many state universities are
not, along with MIT, and their questions are entirely different. But keeping in mind to what degree it will
affect your individual likelihood of acceptance and how various colleges will look at it in the admissions
process can help you decide how much attention you should give it and on which part of the application your
energy is best spent. The "you" question This question boils down to "Tell us about yourself. Advise students
not to simply write out their resume in paragraph form. Admissions officers know that the highest qualified
students often hail from very similar backgrounds. Don't procrastinate when it comes to your essay -- start
early and re-write often! For instance, a large public university may not have the resources to devote to closely
reading the essay portion of the application. If you know writing is somewhat of a weakness, have teachers,
guidance counselors, friends, and family members read it and offer feedback. Helen H. Tone of the Essay
Universities value honesty in an admission essay; therefore, it is important that applicants speak candidly
about their experiences. The essay should truly be a personal statement. Not sure how to get started with the
Common App? It goes without saying that under no circumstances should you lie about particular life
experiences or challenges in your essay or anywhere else in your college application to gain an edge in the
admissions process. Our free webinar will tell you everything you need to know about filling out the Common
App and what mistakes to avoid. Because of this, it is important that applicants highlight their strengths when
speaking about their experiences. At top-tier colleges, many of the candidates are already excellent students
who have stellar grades, test scores, and extracurricular activities, so essays provide an additional way to
differentiate candidates and understand their entire profiles and personalities. Or, learn more about the subject
by reading the related articles below: The schools in the listing below are not free and may include sponsored
content but are popular choices among our users. Other articles by Laura. All things being equal among
candidates, it may well come down to who made the readers laugh, cry or relate to their essay. Christine
Peterman College Advisor Prep 4 Admission Sharing your "voice" As part of the admissions decision, the
essay is your chance to show the admissions committee who you are. If your essay has a theme, weave that
theme throughout the essay.


